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Need
 A robot that can perform actions real-time in a resource constrained environment, without explicitly 
programmed to do so. is desired.
 Reinforcement Learning (RL); a goal-based machine learning approach can teach a robot to learn 
optimal actions in an environment through reward system [1].
 An RL method that can overcome the challenge of  dimensionality for a robotic environment.
Problem Formulation
• What  RL method can be deployed on a resource constrained device while achieving self  learning 
for robot control?
• Here, we propose a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) method using Deep Q network (DQN) to 
achieve self  learning for a robot arm.
Introduction
Objective
Having a robot that can perform diverse actions in any 
given environment is a trending research area.
Significance
 Robots find diverse applications in medical, 
defense, automation and various industries.
 They perform in a dynamically changing 
environment. 
 Explicitly creating programs for controlling a 
robot’s action is not enough.
In Rl, an agent in a given environment is given rewards for the actions it performs based on the  
observations/states it finds itself. Model free environment is suitable for robotic implementation
Q-Learning; An off-policy temporal difference method to predict value functions known as Q values.. 
Q values are probability values that shows reward expectations for a given state-action pair [3].
DQN; Neural networks to effectively handle prediction of  Q values for a  system of  continuous states 
and actions and experience memory to store experiences for replay.
Methods
The DQN is implemented on the Acrobot environment of  the OpenAI Gym [4] classic control environments. 
The goal is for the robot to swing its lower link up to a given height..
 After several trials, a three layered neural
network gave the best result.
 The input layer takes the observation space
of the environment
 The second and third layer has nodes of
512 and 256 respectively and extracts
useful information from the input
.
 The third layer predicts values for all
possible actions in the action space of the
environment.
.
 1000 episodes consisting of 500 time
steps(attempts) took 3 hours to train
 The robot failed the task at the initially
episodes.
.
 After the 400th episode, the robot stabilizes
to an average error rate of 0.04
.
 The robot achieves the swing up at the
120th attempt on the average after
stabilizing.
Graph of  average loss of  predicted Q values after  1000 episodes.
Graph of  average number of  steps before robot achieves Swing up 
action for each episode.
Results
 The environment utilized has two links and joints with one of the joints being an actuator type. This
conveniently models the effector ends of a robot.
 Modifying the environment to have an increased links and joints and further scaling to 3D would be
sufficient for a real-world prototype.
 Using the DQN on the modified environment to train and then deploy on a resource-constrained
environment such as the raspberry pi.
Discussion
To achieve self-learning in a robotic arm, the off-policy DQN has proven to be a good choice of algorithm for
the stochastic nature of robotic environments. Other policy methods such as Deep Deterministic Policy
Gradient could be explored for comparison.
Conclusion
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